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1 Section 302(e) of the Act defines the term
‘‘person’’ to include States.

2 The final section 185B report was issued July 30,
1993.

section 302(e) of the Act defines to
include States) may petition for NOX

exemptions ‘‘at any time,’’ and requires
the EPA to make its determination
within 6 months of the petition’s
submission. These key differences lead
EPA to believe that Congress intended
the exemption petition process of
paragraph (3) to be distinct and more
expeditious than the longer plan
revision process intended under
paragraph (1).

Section 182(f)(1) appears to
contemplate that exemption requests
submitted under these paragraphs are
limited to States, since States are the
entities authorized under the Act to
submit plans or plan revisions. By
contrast, section 182(f)(3) provides that
‘‘person[s]’’ 1 may petition for a NOX

determination ‘‘at any time’’ after the
ozone precursor study required under
section 185B of the Act is finalized,2
and gives EPA a limit of 6 months after
filing to grant or deny such petitions.
Since individuals may submit petitions
under paragraph (3) ‘‘at any time’’ this
must include times when there is no
plan revision from the State pending at
EPA. The specific timeframe for EPA
action established in paragraph (3) is
substantially shorter than the timeframe
usually required for States to develop
and for EPA to take action on revisions
to a SIP. These differences strongly
suggest that Congress intended the
process for acting on personal petitions
to be distinct—and more expeditious—
from the plan-revision process intended
under paragraph (1). Thus, EPA believes
that paragraph (3)’s reference to
paragraph (1) encompasses only the
substantive tests in paragraph (1) (and,
by extension, paragraph (2)), not the
requirement in paragraph (1) for EPA to
grant exemptions only when acting on
plan revisions.

With respect to major stationary
sources, section 182(f) requires States to
adopt NOX NSR and RACT rules, unless
exempted. These rules were generally
due to be submitted to EPA by
November 15, 1992. Thus, in order to
avoid the Act sanctions, areas seeking a
NOX exemption would have had to
submit their exemption requests for EPA
review and rulemaking action several
months before November 15, 1992. In
contrast, the Act specifies that the
attainment demonstrations are not due
until November 1993 or 1994 (and EPA
may take 12–18 months to approve or
disapprove the demonstration). For
marginal ozone nonattainment areas

(subject to NOX NSR), no attainment
demonstration is called for in the Act.
For maintenance plans, the Act does not
specify a deadline for submittal of
maintenance demonstrations. Clearly,
the Act envisions the submittal of and
EPA action on exemption requests, in
some cases, prior to submittal of
attainment or maintenance
demonstrations.

The Act requires conformity with
regard to federally-supported NOX

generating activities in relevant
nonattainment and maintenance areas.
However, EPA’s conformity rules
explicitly provide that these NOX

requirements would not apply if EPA
grants an exemption under section
182(f). In response to the comment that
section 182(b)(1) should be the
appropriate vehicle for dealing with
exemptions from the NOX requirements
of the conformity rule, EPA notes that
this issue has previously been raised in
a formal petition for reconsideration of
EPA’s final transportation conformity
rule and in litigation pending before the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit on the substance of
both the transportation and general
conformity rules. The issue, thus, is
under consideration within EPA, but at
this time remains unresolved.
Additionally, subsection 182(f)(3)
requires that NOX exemption petition
determinations be made by the EPA
within six months. The EPA has stated
in previous guidance that it intends to
meet this statutory deadline as long as
doing so is consistent with the
Administrative Procedures Act. The
EPA, therefore, believes that until a
resolution of this issue is achieved, the
applicable rules governing this issue are
those that appear in EPA’s final
conformity regulations, and EPA
remains bound by their existing terms.

NRDC Comment 2: Some commenters
stated that the modeling required by
EPA is insufficient to establish that NOX

reductions would not contribute to
attainment since only one level of NOX

control, i.e., ‘‘substantial’’ reductions, is
required to be analyzed. They further
explained that an area must submit an
approvable attainment plan before EPA
can know whether NOX reductions will
aid or undermine attainment.

EPA Response: This comment is
directed towards exemption approvals
based on photochemical grid modeling.
This comment does not apply in the
case of Detroit-Ann Arbor because this
exemption request is based on
monitoring.

NRDC Comment 3: Three years of
‘‘clean’’ data fail to demonstrate that
NOX reductions would not contribute to
attainment. EPA’s policy erroneously

equates the absence of a violation for
one three-year period with
‘‘attainment.’’

EPA Response: The EPA has separate
criteria for determining if an area should
be redesignated to attainment under
section 107 of the Act. The section 107
criteria are more comprehensive than
the Act requires with respect to NOX

exemptions under section 182(f).
Under section 182(f)(1)(A), an

exemption from the NOX requirements
may be granted for nonattainment areas
outside an ozone transport region if EPA
determines that ‘‘additional reductions
of [NOX] would not contribute to
attainment’’ of the ozone NAAQS in
those areas. In some cases, an ozone
nonattainment area might attain the
ozone standard, as demonstrated by 3
years of adequate monitoring data,
without having implemented the section
182(f) NOX provisions over that 3-year
period. The EPA believes that, in cases
where a nonattainment area is
demonstrating attainment with 3
consecutive years of air quality
monitoring data without having
implemented the section 182(f) NOX

provisions, it is clear that the section
182(f) test is met since ‘‘additional
reductions of [NOX] would not
contribute to attainment’’ of the NAAQS
in that area. The EPA’s approval of the
exemption, if warranted, would be
granted on a contingent basis (i.e., the
exemption would last for only as long
as the area’s monitoring data continue to
demonstrate attainment).

NRDC Comment 4: A waiver of NOX

controls is unlawful if such waiver will
impede attainment and maintenance of
the ozone standard in separated
downwind areas.

EPA Response: As a result of the
comments, EPA reevaluated its position
on this issue and is revising the
previously issued guidance. As
described below, EPA intends to use its
authority under section 110(a)(2)(D) to
require a State to reduce NOX emissions
from stationary and/or mobile sources
where there is evidence, such as
photochemical grid modeling, showing
that NOX emissions would contribute
significantly to nonattainment in, or
interfere with maintenance by, any
other State. This action would be
independent of any action taken by EPA
on a NOX exemption request for
stationary sources under section 182(f).
That is, EPA action to grant or deny a
NOX exemption request under section
182(f) would not shield that area from
EPA action to require NOX emission
reductions, if necessary, under section
110(a)(2)(D).

Modeling analyses are underway in
many areas for the purpose of


